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Short Biography (274 words) 

Natalie has one job: to love you and all of creation unconditionally.  
 
In 2007, after nearly two decades of suffering from crippling fear, depression and 
diagnoses, Natalie heard a voice which was kind and infinitely loving. That loving 
force led her on a physical challenge to test every fear and each time, the Soul 
emerged freer. She lives in a state of love and bliss and a divine and Perfect 
Love that is always burning within what she calls "the body she is in". She says 
that God has taught her everything she has asked to know: including the value of 
fear and suffering in the Soul's journey Home: back to it truest nature of Perfect 
Love and freedom.  

Natalie says that she is married to God and shares dialogues with God. She says 
that God speaks through her in order to provide messages to others. She hasn't 
had a bad day since 2007 and, says that actually, every day, every moment is 
more wonderful than the one prior.  

The exquisitely loving and powerful tool she offers is called FearFlip. FearFlip is 
a tool that demonstrates the powerfully helpful nature of fear to the Soul's return 
to God/Perfect Love and complete freedom. It consists of a few questions and 
can be done by toddlers. 
 
Although Natalie is new to the spiritual teacher/counselor/guide scene, at 39 
years-old, she brings a vibrant wisdom that is both beyond her years, comfortably 
engaging and relevant to people of any religion, spiritual belief or non-believer. 
 
Natalie's book, Enjoying the Bliss: Realizing Your Truest Nature, is expected to 
launch in late 2014.  For more information, visit fearflip.com or 
enjoyingthebliss.com. 
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Medium Biography (290 words) 

Natalie has one job: to love you and all of creation unconditionally.  
 
In 2007, after nearly two decades of suffering from crippling fear and depression, 
an experience happened to Natalie that forever changed the course of her life.  
She heard a voice which was strong, kind and infinitely loving. She felt her mind 
split from her Soul, and was led by that loving force on a physical challenge to 
test her every fear. Each time she did what the mind said it feared, her Soul 
emerged freer.  

She lives in a state of love and bliss that is always burning within what she calls 
"the body she is in". She says that God showed her the value of fear and 
suffering to the Soul in finding its truest nature of Perfect Love and ultimate 
freedom.  

Natalie says that she is married to God and that she dialogues with God. She 
says that God speaks through her in order to provide messages to others. She 
hasn't had a bad day since 2007 and, says that actually, every day, every 
moment is more wonderful than the previous.  

The exquisitely loving and powerful tool she offers is called FearFlip. FearFlip is 
a tool that demonstrates the powerfully helpful nature of fear to the Soul's return 
to God/Perfect Love and complete freedom. It consists of a few questions and 
can be done by toddlers. 
 
Although Natalie is new to the spiritual teacher/counselor/guide scene, at 39 
years-old, she brings a vibrant wisdom that is both beyond her years, comfortably 
engaging and relevant to people of any age, religion, spiritual belief or non-belief. 
 
Natalie's book, Enjoying the Bliss: Realizing Your Truest Nature, is expected to 
launch in late 2014.  For more information, visit fearflip.com or 
enjoyingthebliss.com. 
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Long Biography (348 words) 

Natalie has one job: to love you and all of creation unconditionally.  
 
In 2007, after nearly two decades of suffering from crippling fear, anxiety, rage 
and depression, an experience happened to Natalie that forever changed the 
course of her life.  She heard a voice, that was at once strong, kind and infinitely 
loving. She witness a split of her mind from the Soul, and was led by a loving 
force on a physical challenge to test her every fear. Each time she did what the 
mind said it feared, her Soul emerged freer.  

She lives in a state of love and bliss that is always burning within what she calls 
"the body she is in". She says that God showed her the value of fear and 
suffering to the Soul in finding its truest nature of Perfect Love and ultimate 
freedom. She hasn't had a bad day since 2007 and, says that actually, every day, 
every moment is more wonderful than the previous. 

Natalie, who has roots in the Roman Catholic and Jewish faith traditions, is 
familiar with many spiritual traditions and loves people of any tradition. She says 
that she is married to God and God's Son. She says that God speaks to her and 
that God often gives her messages to provide to others.  

The exquisitely loving and powerful tool she offers is called FearFlip. FearFlip is 
a tool that demonstrates the powerfully helpful nature of fear to the Soul's return 
to God/Perfect Love and complete freedom. It consists of a few questions and 
can be done by toddlers. 
 
Although Natalie is new to the spiritual teacher/counselor/guide scene, at 39 
years-old, she brings a vibrant wisdom that is both beyond her years, comfortably 
engaging and relevant to people of any age, religion, spiritual belief or non-belief. 
 
Natalie's book, Enjoying the Bliss: Realizing Your Truest Nature, is expected to 
launch in late 2014.  For more information, visit fearflip.com or 
enjoyingthebliss.com. 
 
At fearflip.com, you will find the free tool of FearFlip; Natalie's calendar of  
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availability; event request information; testimonials; Good Vibes; and Enjoying 
the Bliss (forthcoming) 


